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DISPOSAL NOTES

RANGE OF APPLIANCE USE

CLIMATE RATING

Keep packaging materials away from children - polythene sheets and bags can cause
suffocation ! Please return the packaging to an official collection point.
Your old appliance: This contains some reusable materials and should be disposed of properly
- not simply with unsorted household refuse.
Discarded appliances should be disabled: Remove the plug, cut through the connection cable
and render the catch unusable so that the children cannot become rapped inside.
Ensure that the refrigerant circuit is not damaged when the appliance that is no longer needed
is take away for disposal.
Details of the refrigerant can be found on the type plate.
Appliances which are no longer needed must be disposed of in a professional and appropriate
way , in accordance with the current local regulations and laws.

The appliance is suited only for storing wine. In the case of commercial food cooling, the
pertinent statutory regulations have to observed. The appliances is not suited to storing and
cooling pharmaceuticals, blood plasma, laboratory preparations or similar substances and
product subject to the Medical Devices Directive 2007/47/EC.
Any misuse of the appliance may result in damage to or spoilage of the stored goods.
Furthermore, the appliance is unsuited for use in areas exposed to an explosion hazard.

The appliance is set to operate within specific ambient temperature limits according to its
climate rating. These temperature limits should not be exceeded. The correct climate rating for
your appliance is indicated on the type plate.

Climate rating Ambient Temperature
SN + 10 °C + 32 °C
N + 16 °C + 32 °C
ST + 16°C   + 38 C
T + 16 C   + 43°C

To prevent injury or damage to the unit, the appliance should be unpacked and set up by two
people.
In the event that the appliance is damaged on delivery, contact the supplier immediately before
connecting to the mains.
To guarantee safe operation, ensure that the appliance is set up and connected as described in
these operating instructions.
Disconnect the appliance from the mains if any fault occurs. Pull out the plug, switch off or
remove the fuse.
When disconnecting the appliance, pull on the plug, not on the cable.
Any repairs and work on the appliance should only be carried out by the customer service
department as unauthorised work could prove highly dangerous for the user. The same applies
to changing the mains power cable.
Do not allow naked flames or ignition sources to enter the appliance. When transporting and
cleaning the appliance ensure that the refrigerant circuit is not damaged. In the event of
damage, make sure that there are no ignition sources nearby and keep the room well
ventilated.
Do not stand on the plinth, drawers or doors or use them to support anything else.
This appliance is not intended for use by person (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge unless they have been
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given initial supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible
for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the
appliance.
Avoid prolonged skin contact with cold surfaces or chilled/frozen food. This could cause pain,
numbness and frostbite. In the case of prolonged skin contact, protective measures should be
taken, e.g. gloves should be worn.
Do not consume food which has been stored for too long, as it could cause food poisoning.
Do not store explosives or spray using combustible propellants, such as butane, propane,
pentane, etc ... in the appliance. Electrical components might cause leaking gas to ignite. You
may identify such spray by the printed contents or a flame symbol.
Do not use electrical appliances inside the appliance.
If you have a lockable appliance, do not keep the key near the appliance or within reach of
children.

Standard EN 378 specifies that the room in which you install your appliance must have a
volume of 1 m3 x 8g of R600a refrigerant used in appliance, so as to avoid the formation of
infiammable gas/air mixtures in the room where the appliance is located in the event of a leak
in the refrigerant circuit. The quantity of refrigerant used in your appliance is indicated on the
type plate on the inside of the appliance.
Do not connect the appliance to the supply with other equipment using an extension cable -
risk of overheating.

CHANGING OVER DOORS HINGES

SETTING UP
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) Installing in a kitchen unit
1-Secure the stop bracket in the recess with screws.
2-Connect the appliance to the mains.

3-Before installing in a kitchen unit, screw
the attachment plate provided on to
appliance with screws MST 4x15

4-Slide the appliance into the recess
leaving a 21mm gap between the body
of the unit and the front face of the
door,

5-Then secure the appliance with
ST 4x15 chipboard screws through the
top bracket.
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CONNECTING TO THE MAINS

SAVING ENERGY

SWITCHING THE APPLIANCE ON AN OFF
Switching on:

Switching off:

SETTING THE TEMPERATURE
To reduce the temperature:
To increase the temperature:

INTERIOR LIGHT

STORING WINE

Power supply (AC) and voltage at the operating point must comply with the details on the type
plate, which is located inside the appliance on the left hand side. The socket must be fused
with a 10 A fuse or higher, it must be away from the rear of the appliance and must be easily
accessible.
Connect the appliance with a properly earthed fused plug and socket only.

Always ensure good ventilation. Do not cover ventilation openings or grille.
Always keep fan louvres clear
Do not place appliance in areas of direct sunlight or next to a stove, heater or similar object.
The energy consumption depends on the installation conditions, e.g. the ambient temperature
Keep the time the appliance is open to a minimum.

Press the ON/OFF button so that the temperature display lights up/flashes.

Press the ON/OFF button for approx. 3 seconds so that the temperature display
goes out.

Press the DOWN button.
Press the UP button

While you are entering the temperature, the set temperature will flash on the display.
You can change the settings in increments of 1°C briefly pressing the button again.
The electronic controls will switch over automatically about 5 seconds after the last time you
pressed the button, and the actual temperature will the displayed.
The temperature can be set at between 3-22°C.

The interior light is fitted on the inside at the top
The interior light can be switched on and off using the LIGHT button.
The “Lamp” simbol lights up when the light is switched on.
CAUTION - class 1 M laser radiation. When cover is removed, do not look directly at light
through optical instruments.
The lighting  may only be replaced by the customer service technician or by competent skilled
personnel !

If you are storing wine for long periods of time, it should be stored at a temperature of between
10°C and 14°C.
This is the temperature wine cellars are kept at, and it is just right to allow wine to mature
properly.
The following drinking temperatures are recommended for the varoius types of wine.
Red wines: + 14 °C/+ 18°C
Rosé wines: + 10 °C/ + 12 °C
White wines: + 8 C/+12° C
Sparkling wines, prosecco: + 7 °C/ + 9 °C
Champagne: +°5/+°7 C

(For 750ml Bordeaux bottles)
TOTAL 18 BOTTLES

STORAGE DIAGRAM
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EQUIPMENT
Pull-out grid shelves

CAUTION

DEFROSTING

CLEANING

MALFUNCTIONS

The pull-out grid shelf allows bottles
of wine to be removed more easily.

Tall wine bottles can also be stored crossways on the wooden shelves

To ensure stable storage of the bottles, click the retaining plates
provided onto middle slat of the wooden shelf.

Do not store bottles crossways on the
interior floor ! Otherwise, bottles may fall
out when the appliance door is opened and
this may cause injury or material damage.

The appliance defrosts automatically. The water that forms on the
rear wall drains into a reservoir at the back of the appliance and
evaporates automatically through the compressor heat.

Before cleaning always switch off the
appliance. Pull out the mains plug or
switch off or unscrew the fuse.
Clean the inside, equipment and outer walls with lukewarm water and a little detergent. Do not
use abrasive or acid cleaners or chemical solvents.

Ensure that no cleaning water penetrates into the electrical components or ventilation grille.
The dust should be removed from the refrigeration unit and heat exchanger - metal grid at the
back of the appliance - once a year.
Do not damage or remove the type plate on the inside of the appliance. It is very important for
servicing purposes.

You may able to rectify the following faults by checking the possible causes yourself:
Appliance does not function:
Is the appliance switched on ?
Is the plug correctly fitted in the main socket ?
Is the fuse intact ?
Loud running noise : Is the appliance set up firmly on the floor ?
Does the appliance cause nearby items of furniture or objects to vibrate ? Please note that
noises caused by the refrigerant circuit cannot be avoided.
The temperature is not low enough : Is the temperature setting correct (see “Setting the
temperature”)?
Does the separately installed thermometer show the correct reading ?
Is the ventilation system working properly ?
Is the appliance set up too close to a heat source ?

If none of the above causes apply and you cannot rectify the fault yourself, contact the nearest
customer service department.

Do not use steam cleaners because of the risk of injury and damage.
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Finanzen / Service
28307 Bremen
Thalenhorststraße 15
Tel.+49 421 48557-0
Fax+49 421 488650
bremen@nordcap.de

Vertrieb Ost
12681 Berlin
Wolfener Straße 32/34, Haus K
Tel.+49 30 936684-0
Fax+49 30 936684-44
berlin@nordcap.de

Vertrieb West
40699 Erkrath
Max-Planck-Straße 30
Tel.+49 211 540054-0
Fax+49 211 540054-54
erkrath@nordcap.de

Vertrieb Nord
21079 Hamburg
Großmoorbogen 5
Tel.+49 40 766183-0
Fax+49 40 770799
hamburg@nordcap.de

Vertrieb Süd
55218 Ingelheim
Hermann-Bopp-Straße 4
Tel.+49 6132 7101-0
Fax+49 6132 7101-20
ingelheim@nordcap.de www.nordcap.de
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